BLOG LAUNCH CHECKLIST
On your desktop, change the browser size (make it shorter, wider, thinner) and
see if your template is truly responsive. If it is, its elements will change size
with browser window and accommodate this.
Check it out on your cell phone/tablet or both, and see if it looks how it should
look like (as in, your template is mobile responsive).
When you are on mobile site, or when your browser is thinner/smaller, make
sure your menus are not hiding behind any other element, and that they are
expandable, and clickable.
Make sure your header is clickable ON ALL PAGES, INCLUDING THE HOME
PAGE.
Post a couple of test comments, reply to those test comments as test reply
comments and make sure they look as they should on your desktop browser (in
all sizes) and your mobile, and they are not hiding behind any other element.
Very few things are as annoying as when we love a post, want to comment, and
are unable to.
Make sure your photos are responding to browser window size change.
While checking all the above, scroll up and down and sideways to see things are
as they should be. You want your template to *fit* all windows, meaning, they
should be scrollable vertically, but not horizontally. Unless your template is
made to be a horizontal scrolling site.
Typography Specific Rule - The Font Itself: Your body text is of extreme
importance. Spend some time in choosing the right font and make sure it is
not only pretty at a glance, but is actually readable. Avoid cute fonts or script
fonts for the body, and definitely avoid system fonts (fonts that come bundled
with your computer). In these day and age, there is no reason to use a system
font when high quality fonts are readily available for use. (Certain Google Fonts,
for example.)
Typography Specific Rule - The Font Size: Choosing a good font will usually
take care of a few things like kerning, tracking. aperture, etc. One thing however
that many people do not pay attention to (some designers included) is the font
size itself. Please, I beg of you, do NOT use a font size that makes one squint
their eyes while reading. It may look pretty on your site at a glance, but not if
you want to actually read it! Choose a font-size (or ask your designer to choose
a size) that is easy on the eyes.
Typography Specific Rule - The Line Height: One other thing you should do is
make sure you have enough spacing between two lines. Again, very important
for readability!
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